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SPEECH BY SENATOR MAX BAUCUS
TO THE BUTTE ROTARY CLUB
February 10, 1983
Last weekend, President Reagan said that recovery was at
hand. Apparently, he hasn't talked to anyone in Butte.
With its so-called "suspension," Anaconda has dropped the
other shoe. First, the workforce was reduced from about 2,000
workers to about 700. Now, these 700 will be suspended in an
economic limbo that is, in some ways, more cruel than an outright
closure.
I haven't come here today with any magic solutions or quick
fixes. Rather, I've come here to report on several actions I've
taken to create a more favorable environment for Butte's
displaced workers.
I don't believe Anaconda's so-called suspension relieves the
company of its responsibilities to the workers and the community.
To make this clear to Anaconda officials, when the Senate
went into recess last Thursday, I flew to Denver to meet with
Mr. James Marvin, President of Anaconda Mining.
I reminded Mr. Marvin of Anaconda's responsibilities, and I
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presented him a letter. This letter, based on studies I have
undertaken in the Senate, describes how a company can minimize
the impact of a plant closing. I believe there are several
important options Anaconda should consider.
First, Anaconda could provide workers full information about
when the plant will open and how current workers will be treated
if it does.
Second, Anaconda could provide workers interim health and
pension benefits.
Third, Anaconda could assist workers who decide to seek
other jobs.
Fourth, Anaconda could help workers obtain the state and
federal assistance they are eligible for.
Finally, Anaconda should help the Butte/Silver Bow community
to bear the economic and social costs the suspension or closing
creates.
I must confess that Mr. Marvin's initial reaction was not
encouraging. Anaconda seems to feel it has little or no
responsibility to assist Butte and its workers. I think this is
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wrong. This community has bent over backwards to accommodate
Anaconda. You have endured years of neglect and abuse and I feel
Anaconda does have a responsibility to help.
I intend to do everything possible to convince them that
they can do more.
I also have been working with the affected unions and with
local leaders. This morning I met with union business managers
to discuss the suspension and to offer my assistance. Later
today, I will meet with Butte/Silver Bow officials to do the
same.
In this way, I hope to continue to play a constructive role
in solving Butte's problem.
This requires work not only on the local level, but also on
the national level. As you know, Butte's problem is related to
our national economic problem. The Anaconda suspension occurs
against the dark backdrop of a deep recession.
From Libby to Lame Deer, Montana communities are reeling
from the human crises created by the worst recession in decades.
38,000 Montanans are unemployed. Montana's farm economy -- our
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state's largest industry -- is in the worst shape it's been in
since the Great Depression.
Right now, we need to end the recession.
Let me give you one Senator's opinion of how this should be
done.
First, we must lower .interest rates. Today we have the
highest real interest rates ever. They devastate the housing
industry and, therefore, Montana's timber industry. They
devastate the auto industry and, therefore, Montana's copper
industry. And .they inflate the exchange rate and make it harder
to export Montana's agricultural products.
To reduce interest rates, we must change our fiscal and
monetary policy. Regarding fiscal policy, we must cut the
federal deficit. This requires more budgetary discipline and a
sensible reduction in defense spending. Regarding monetary
policy, we must persuade the Federal Reserve Board to loosen its
iron grip on the money supply.
Second, we need a well-designed jobs program. People are
out of work. What's more, jobs remain undone. Not make-work
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jobs. But important public jobs rebuilding roads and bridges and
improving national forests. A million private jobs also go
unfulfilled. Many people are eager -to fill those jobs, but they
lack the special skills the jobs require. We must bring the jobs
and people together. This requires a new partnership between
business and government, to improve vocational education and job
retraining. I will encourage this partnership when the Senate
Finance Committee, on which I serve, considers the Trade
Adjustment Assistance Program and the unemployment compensation
program later this year.
Finally, we need to reestablish economic development as a
national priority. This means several things. It means
encouraging more savings. It means encouraging research and
development. It means encouraging more worker retraining. And
it means encouraging the growth of small busin.esses;
dollar-for-dollar, small businesses create more jobs -- and more
innovation -- than all the Exxons in the world.
A few weeks ago, I delivered the Democratic Party's response
to President Reagan's weekly radio address. I described the
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situation here in Butte and how it relates to the national
recession. And I called on the President to exert his
leadership. I urged him to abandon his hard-line opposition to
new programs for education, jobs, and research and development.
President Reagan means well. He has the hardest job in the
world and we Americans want him to do it well.
But we need to make changes in economic policy. I will
continue to work hard, for Butte and for all Montana, to make
these changes.
Thank you.
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